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Using multiple ocean general circulation models (GCMs) with multiple ecosystem models including marine biogeochemi-

cal cycles, we will improve the ability to simulate the present status of ocean climate and ecosystems and clarify effects of cli-

mate change on marine biogeochemical cycles and ecosystems. Especially, our aims are future projections of the impact of

climate change on marine ecosystems and oceanic uptake of anthropogenic carbon dioxide. We will also produce data sets to

be used for future projection of fisheries resources in both coastal and pelagic oceans.
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1. Results of high resolution biogeochemical cycles
and ecosystem models
We have published results using a super high resolution

model, the Ocean general circulation model For the Earth

Simulator (OFES) including a simple ecosystem model

(Nutrient-Phytoplankton-Zooplankton-Detritus, or NPZD

type), with a horizontal resolution of 0.1 degrees [3, 4],

cooperating with researchers in the project "Understanding

and Forecasting High-Impact Phenomena in the Atmosphere

and Ocean" (project representative: Wataru Ohfuchi). We

also have published studies on the impact of ocean carbon

sequestration and redistribution of injected CO2 using the

physical field of the OFES model [1, 5].

Using the high resolution model forced by high resolution

satellite wind fields, we have successfully simulated the sea-

sonal variability of surface chlorophyll influenced by the

meso-scale eddies and upwelling associated with the strong

offshore wind jets in the eastern tropical Pacific (Fig. 1). In

March, upwelling generated by the wind jets in the Gulfs of

Tehuantepec, Papagayo, and Panama brings up cold and

nitrate-rich waters from subsurface layer, where the tropical

spring bloom occurs and is transported offshore. The Costa

Rica Dome develops with wind fields west of the Gulf of

Papagayo and it supports high chlorophyll by the nutrient

supply with upwelling [3]. 

2. Eddy-resolving and none-eddy modeling for chemi-
cal tracer simulation
To investigate the dependence of the simulated results on

the model spatial resolution, we have performed numerical

experiments with models of different horizontal resolution

(0.1 and 0.5 degrees) for chlorofluorocarbon (CFC-11),

which is an ideal tracer for evaluating models because it is

inert biologically and of purely anthropogenic origin. The

global inventories from the models 4.90 × 108 moles (0.5

degrees model) and 5.10 × 108 moles (0.1 degrees model)

are nearly the same as the observed data 5.44 × 108 moles.

The distribution is also well simulated in the models: high

inventory in the Southern Ocean and in the North Atlantic

Ocean where deep and bottom waters are formed (Fig. 2).

Although the models and observed data generally agree well,

their detailed structures are different: The high inventory

between 60˚S and 30˚S captured in the eddy-resolving

model is much better as compared with coarse resolution

model, however, the high inventory in the northwestern

North Atlantic and in the Labrador Sea is better in the 0.5

degrees model than in the 0.1 degrees model. 

3. Interannual-decadal variability of carbon cycle sim-
ulated with the 3-D NEMURO model
Using a 3-D ecosystem model (COCO-NEMURO), which

consists of the CCSR Ocean Component Model (COCO,

developed by the Center for Climate System Research
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Fig. 2  Horizontal distribution of CFC-11 inventory from the model with 0.5 degrees resolution

(a), 0.1 degrees (b), and the data-based estimation (c).

(CCSR), University of Tokyo) coupled with the North pacif-

ic Ecosystem Model Used for Regional Oceanography

(NEMURO), we have conducted a historical experiment

from 1760 to 2002 [2, 9]. The data is used for future projec-

tion of fisheries resources in both coastal and pelagic oceans

[6–8, 10]. In this experiment, we also simulated the carbon

cycle with two boundary conditions for atmospheric pCO2:

one using the historical increase in atmospheric pCO2 from

pre-industry (historical run), another with a constant pre-

anthropogenic concentration of 278 ppmv (control run) in

order to quantify the anthropogenic carbon cycle. The mod-

eled surface ocean at the Hawaiian Ocean Time-series

(HOT) shows a long tern shift in carbonate equilibrium to

lower pH and lower saturation states of the carbonate miner-

al aragonite, which are consistent with the observations. The

model also simulates the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO),

which is a dominant climate variation in the North Pacific

(Fig. 3). Associated with surface temperature decrease after

the climate shift during the mid 1970s, primary production

increases and CO2 flux decreases in decadal time scale with

interannual variability. We will continue to analyze more

detailed results to understand the relationships between cli-

Fig. 1  Distribution of monthly climatological mean surface chlorophyll concentration (mg m–3) from (a) SeaWiFS with

QSCAT wind stress (vectors in N m–2), (b) model, (c) simulated sea surface temperature (˚C) and horizontal velocity at

25 m depth (vectors in cm s–1), and (d) mean nitrate concentration (mmol N m–3) upper 75 m depth and thermocline

depth (contours in m, 20˚C isotherm depth).
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mate change and oceanic uptake and also between the natu-

ral and anthropogenic carbon cycle.

4. Effects of iron on phytoplankton distribution using
a global 3-D ecosystem model (NEMURO)
In some areas of the oceans with high levels of nutrients,

phytoplankton do not grow as much as expected based on

nutrient concentrations. It is hypothesized that the lack of

iron is a limiting factor for growth of phytoplankton. In fact,

the present version of the global 3-D NEMURO model has a

bias in that the modeled primary production is higher than

the observations in the Southern Ocean and in the eastern

equatorial Pacific Ocean, both of which are known as HNLC

(High Nutrient, Low Chlorophyll) regions. To improve the

model, we developed an iron cycle model, which is com-

bined with the NEMURO model. Preliminary results with

this new model show a significant improvement: chlorophyll

in the Southern Ocean and eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean

is lower by about 50 % compared to the previous model

(Fig. 4). We plan to conduct a hind-cast run using this

NEMURO model including the iron cycle.
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Fig. 4  Diagram of the ecosystem model (NEMURO) with iron cycle (top left).  Annual mean chlorophyll-a from satellite observa-

tion (top right), the original version of the NEMURO model (low left) and the NEMURO model with iron cycle (low right).
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OFES, Ocean general circulation model

For the Earth Simulator NPZD, Nutrient-Phytoplankton-Zooplankton-Detritus

OIFES Ocean-Sea-Ice

GCM for the Earth Simulator NPZD
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NEMURO North pacific Ecosystem Model Used for Regional

Oceanography COCO CCSR Ocean Component Model
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